EVILine & Goody-boy
(2D full-length movie/series, fantasy & adventure, 1h 20’/24x12’, 4+)
Main idea
EVILine is a young witch. A rosy-cheeked A-student
Goody-boy is her final exam. She has to turn him into
a baddie and a bully. EVILine is trying for all she’s
worth, but the circumstances develop in such a way,
that they envenom the young witch’s life, undermining
all her attempts for him to turn bad.
Having gradually become friends, our heroes will
settle down together to a dangerous course of
exposing the cunning plans of Crypto-Zoo’s owners,
and, after a series of incredible adventures, they will
save both the world of men and the world of demons.

Short description
Teenage witch Eviline has to submit some hardcore kind soul to the
evil forces.
So, she has to deal with A-student nicknamed Goody-boy. But all
hopes for diploma to be obtained soon were brutally destroyed!
Goody-boy, who seemed an easy prey at first, keeps turning the
situation to his advantage and evil spells start to serve the good cause,
horror-stricken by that themselves.
Gradually all the friends turn back upon Eviline, the parents banish her
from the house and she is forced to seek help from her curse – Goodyboy.
Each series is dedicated to either EVILine attempt to get Goody-boy
involved in some terrible villainy, or to Goody-boy’s scheming to
seduce the witch with all the delights of “proper” life.

In despair, EVILine is applying more and more risky and
ominous measures. It leads her to the trap of the real Evil,
compared to which all mischiefs of EVILline look like a
child’s tricks. Now the mere existence of both worlds –
human and demonic – is at stake.
The mysterious group abducts various creatures and,
using their powers, fills the somber Crypto-Park with their
empty shells. For the sake of the common salvation
EVILine is forced to seek help from her curse – Goody-boy.
Having their best sides combined, craftiness of EVILine
and Goody-boy’s clear thinking, the two friends expose the
cunning plan of the Crypto-Park owners and restore the
balance between the two worlds.
One would think at that
point the roads of
EVILine and Goody-boy
should drift apart. But
what’s to be done with a
diploma?!
The rivalry continues…
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